Mirasol in the News: Brent Cook discusses Prospect Generators

April 20, 2009

Mirasol Resources was recently highlighted in Brent Cook’s newsletter Exploration Insights, which profiled Prospect Generator exploration companies and their business strategy. Click here to read the Exploration Insights article.

Mirasol follows the Prospect Generator strategy to build shareholder value, reduce financial risk and advance its 100%-owned properties through strategic alliances with producers. Because of this, Mirasol is particularly well positioned to survive and thrive in the current market. Mirasol holds a large precious metals property portfolio in Patagonia, Argentina, and is currently exploring in northern Chile.

Last week, the Gold Report (www.theaureport.com) published an interview with Brent Cook, where he commented on Mirasol Resources and its technical team:

“As to the intellectually astute I tend to go with the companies and people that also recognize the extremely long odds of success in this casino. For the most part these are companies that offset the high cost, high-risk drilling and development stage of an exploration program to a better-funded partner. These “prospect generator” companies offer the long term sustainability and survival a typical “all or nothing” explorer lacks. I recently commented in detail on a group of these in Exploration Insights. Some examples include Miranda Gold (MAD.TSX-V) active in Nevada, Rimfire Minerals (RFM.TSX-V) exploring in Western Canada and Australia and Mirasol Resources (MRZ.TSX-V) in Argentina and Chile. Each has the best technical team in their little piece of the world and a management
focused on creating real shareholder value in this very risky business.” (To read the Gold Report article, click here.)

Brent Cook is a well known geologist, analyst and commentator on exploration companies and projects, with a career built on geological and property evaluations. Visit his website at www.explorationinsights.com and listen to a recent audio interview with Brent Cook and Al Korelin at http://www.kereport.com/WeekendSpecial/0411-03.mp3
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